Abstract. The ultimate aim of this work is to nd a semantics for reasoning about actions and change in cooperating agent scenarios based on the concept of so called logical berings. As a rst step in this direction we describe a small but non-trivial 3-agent-robotics scenario using two di erent methods, viz. resource-oriented deductive planning and the mathematical framework of logical berings. By means of this scenario both methods are illustrated, compared and the correspondences between the basic notions for both methods are clari ed. The berings method is found to be very useful in modeling communication and interaction between cooperating agents, due to the possibility to switch between a local/global point of view which is inherent to this framework. We formulate a generic modeling principle using this notion. Furthermore, possible extensions of the framework, like formulas depending on space and/or time, are discussed.
Introduction
The objective of this work is to provide a semantics for reasoning about actions and change (in particular for resource-oriented disjunctive planning) in scenarios where autonomous agents are supposed to cooperate. For this purpose we propose to use the framework of logical berings, a concept which has been transferred 31] from classical ber bundle and sheaf theory.
Logical berings prove to be particularly suitable for modeling communication and interaction between cooperating agents, due to the possibility to switch between a local/global point of view which is typical for this framework. In 9] they were also shown to be very useful as a general semantical framework for combining logics. This work on describing cooperating agents scenarios is based on the (very natural) assumption that each of the agents involved has his own individual representation of the world he acts in. Most of the facts that hold in his world are only of individual interest. However, for modeling cooperation it is necessary to describe communication between agents and to identify and represent possible correspondences between objects and facts the agents refer to (in their own individual representation). In the following we will show with an sample scenario how the concept of logical berings can be used to represent these individual worlds { technically modeled in terms of local state spaces { and how we can model communication and a general control process.
First, a scenario consisting of three cooperating robots solving an assembly problem is described. It features several aspects of practical relevance, such as uncertainty about the possible reasons for a failure and disjunctive postconditions of actions, corresponding to non-determinism. Technical details such as precise descriptions of robot arm movements have been omitted in order to focus on the clari cation of the basic problems involved.
After describing the scenario, two modeling-approaches are proposed, one based on a method of deductive planning (cf. 4, 14] ) and one based on the method of logical berings (cf. 31]). The planning approach employs conditional planning (because the robots cannot always be sure about the cause of mistakes) and is resource-oriented providing an e cient representation of facts and situations and a simple solution to the frame problem. The description by logical berings is a new attempt to formalize cooperating agents scenarios in a uniform semantical notation. We are proposing a general modeling method which we call the \generic modeling approach". Actually, the scenario which we discuss is essentially a controlling problem (the underlying plan is not generated by the robots but prescribed in the speci cation of the actions). But it will be visible that both approaches can be generalized to deal with more complicated robotics scenarios as well. What we are presenting in this article is the starting point for a larger program of work. We x the notions and apply them to a sample scenario. Re nements have to follow as experience grows.
We describe the connection between the two methods i.e. deductive planning and logical berings. For instance it is shown how actions with their pre-and postconditions correspond to multivariate transjunctions between logical systems. It turns out that the berings approach allows for a natural way of dealing with con icting intentions of the robots (as cooperating agents). We explicitly model a (logical) state space for each individual agent corresponding to his individual representation of the world. This state space is formally presented in terms of a corresponding ber. The collection of all bers forms the global state space. The technical concepts of local and global sections allow a natural switch of perspective from the individual to the cooperative point of view. The mathematical notion of a global section gives us a \snapshot" of the current state of the whole system.
There are various ways to extend the bered modeling approach presented here. One of them is the introduction of space/time-dependent formulas, an issue which we brie y discuss at the end of the paper.
We would like to thank the referees for suggesting to include some remarks concerning links of our work to the huge eld of distributed AI. We are aware that distributed AI is an active area of research and that the general \cooperating agents problem" appears in many disguises in various disciplines. We are not experts in distributed AI, but we see that our work has links to it since our approach also attempts to model cooperating agents in a robotics scenario concentrating on logical control and planning issues. Unfortunately we do not feel competent to give here a brief comment on the latest state of the art and mainstream research topics in distributed AI | we are very sorry. Instead we can report that after the talk of the rst author on \Logical Fiberings and Polycontextural Systems" at the conference FAIR'91 (Smolenice Castle, Slovakia), Jozef Kelemen discussed with the rst author. The question was in which respect the logical berings concept can contribute to the mathematical foundations of distributed AI. We conclude by citing the following selected references: 3, 5, 11, 19] . One of our objectives in our future program of work is, among others, to get in to closer contact to those activities which have natural links to our work.
Description of the Scenario
In the following we will give an informal description of a 3-agent-robotics scenario (which is taken from 33]). In chapters 3 and 4 we will use this scenario to demonstrate the resource-oriented deductive planning method and the approach based on logical berings. The scenario consists of three cooperating robots r 0 ; r 1 ; r 2 each carrying out several (up to seven) di erent actions. They work together in order to assemble workpieces of two di erent types (a and b) into composite ones (res). Task of robot r 0 is to take one piece of type a and one of type b from the work- If assembling was successful, r 0 stores the nal product on the table s-res. However, it may happen that the assembly is unsuccessful, due to a faulty piece. Robot r 2 takes care of removing faulty pieces, storing them on a temporary dump temp or throwing them into a garbage bin dump. We have prescribed a certain strategy in this process which minimizes the number of pieces dismissed as faulty. This strategy consists of rst laying one of the two pieces on the temporary dump temp (what is done by robot r 2 ) and replacing it with a piece of the same type at the working table (a task of robot r 1 ). If the assembly is successful this time, it is assumed that the piece laid apart was indeed faulty, and robot r 2 \throws it into the garbage bin"
dump. If the assembly is not successful, it is assumed that the piece of the other type (which has been tried twice by now) is faulty. It is dumped by r 2 and a new piece of that type is provided by r 1 . If the assembly can be carried out now, the piece laid apart temporarily at temp is tried again in the next cycle, together with a`fresh' piece of the other type. If, again, the assembly is unsuccessful, the piece which has been tried the last two times is dumped by robot r 2 , and the piece lying at temp is taken back again, to be tried to be assembled for the second time with the new piece of the other type. On success, r 0 nally can store res and start all over again.
On failure, both pieces are thrown away and a new start is made. The task to be carried out by the robots in the cell is supposed to be nished whenever no more pieces are left on s-a or s-b, the tables from which r 1 takes new work pieces. This is checked by additional sensors (instantiating the control propositions empty(s-a), on(s-a,a), empty(s-b), and on(s-b,b)). Formally, for the representation in both modeling approaches our scenario contains the following control propositions 3 on (table, a), on(table,b), on(table,res The possible actions of the three robots are denoted with (r 0 ,assemble), (r 0 ,store), (r 1 ,get-a), (r 1 ,get-b), (r 2 ,temp-a), (r 2 ,temp-b), (r 2 ,get-temp), (r 2 ,dump-a), (r 2 ,dump-b), (r 2 ,dump-temp), and (r 2 ,empty-dump).
One could generalize the example by not insisting on any particular strategy from the beginning, and also model the generation of a plan by the berings approach (and not just its control, as done here). In Sect. 5, where we discuss the links between the deductive planning approach and logical berings we indicate how the berings approach can be extended towards plan generation as well.
Planning and Control in a Deductive Resource-Oriented Approach
The construction as well as the control of the execution of robot-plans can be modeled in logic by reasoning about situations, actions and causality. One reason to use logic as the underlying concept is that logic appears to play a fundamental rôle for intelligent behavior. Using logic it is not only possible to reason about actions, change and causality but also to reason about the planning and control process itself, about intentions, knowledge and beliefs of agents, about interactions and dependencies of actions and goals, etc. On the other hand, in deductive approaches to planning and control there also arise some di culties. In deductive planning a situation, i.e. the state of the world at a certain instant of time, can be modeled as the collection of the facts that (are believed to) hold in the situation. An important property of these facts is that their truth values may change in the course of time. More precisely, an action causes the transition of the world from one situation into a subsequent situation. In this subsequent situation some facts that held in the initial situation may no longer hold. On the other side some additional facts may have been caused by the action. Imagine the situation where two workpieces a and b are on the table and the hand of robot r 0 is empty. If robot r 0 performs the action \picking up a" this will result in a situation where a is no longer on the table and the robothand is no longer empty. These facts have to be removed from the description of the situation. On the other hand, we have to add the fact that now the hand holds a. Therefore, a straightforward use of classical logic is not practicable.
To model this change and to describe the dependency of facts on situations in logic J.McCarthy and P. Hayes proposed to use the situation calculus 25, 27] . In the situation calculus predicates and functions are given an additional argument representing the situation in which a predicate holds and a function is applicable. Manipulating this additional argument McCarthy and Hayes are able to reason about the change of facts as result of the application of actions. Unfortunately, this solution of associating a particular situation to the truth value of a particular fact brings along the well known technical frame problem, i.e. how to formalize that the truth value of facts not a ected by an action is not changed by the execution of this action. For example picking up a will not a ect the fact that b is on the table. This requires either to state additional so-called frame axioms 27] or to use a non-monotonic logic and a common-sense law of inertia 21, 26].
Resource-oriented approaches to deductive planning
A more e cient representation of situations and actions is used in resource-oriented deductive approaches 1, 15, 24] . These approaches are built on the key idea to treat logic formulas as resources which can be produced and consumed through the execution of actions. More precisely, a situation corresponds to a multiset of atomic facts. Facts are consumed (and therefore deleted from the multiset) when the conditions of on action are to be satis ed. They are produced (i.e. added to the multiset) as e ects of the application of an action. Hence the change of facts caused by the application of an action can be modeled without the need to state frame axioms explicitly.
There are three deductive approaches to planning proposed to formalize this idea of resources. One based on the linear connection method 2], one on equational Horn logic 16] and one on the multiplicative fragment of the linear logic 23]. 4 It turned out 13, 37] that for conjunctive planning problems these three approaches are essentially equivalent.
In the following we will examine the resource-oriented planning approach based on equational logic 15] more closely. Originally, this approach was restricted to conjunctive planning problems, i.e. problems where situations as well as conditions and e ects of actions are restricted to (non-idempotent) conjunctions of atomic facts. Thus, it was only possible to describe transitions from one single situation to one single subsequent situation. Modeling more realistic examples however, the application of an action { like assembling the two workpieces a and b { may have di erent alternative e ects. Therefore, planning and control usually has to deal with a variety of alternative possibilities. In order to be able to describe alternative situations and conditional plans depending on the various alternatives, in 4], 14] and 39] the resource-oriented equational logic approach was substantially enhanced by introducing a concept of non-determinism. In this extension situations are modeled as multisets of resources as before whereas the sets of possible alternatives correspond to sets of situations, i.e. sets of multisets of facts. In the following we will give a short introduction to this approach of disjunctive resource-oriented planning based on equational logic followed by the description of extensions necessary to model our robotics scenario. These extensions overcome some restrictions of former work in so far as they do not only allow for planning and control of actions of single agents but also for reasoning about interactions and dependencies of tasks carried out by several cooperating robots.
One of the basic features of the approach based on equational logic is that situations are described as single terms -so called situation-terms -using a binary function symbol which is associative (A), commutative (C) and admits a unit element (1), viz. the constant ; denoting the empty situation. The function connects the various atomic facts which hold in this situation and are represented by elementary terms 5 . For instance, in our robotics scenario the situation where one 4 In this context the concept of \linearity" refers to the property of these logical calculi to use linear (i.e. non idempotent) connectives modeling the restricted use of resources. This should not be confused with similarly named concepts in planning like \linear plans" or the \linearity assumption" 41].
workpiece of type a and one workpiece of type b are on the worktable, the temp is empty and the dump is already used can be described by the situation-term 6 on( situation-terms are connected by the binary function symbol z which is interpreted as disjunction. The function z is associative (A) and commutative (C) and admits an unit element ? (1) . In addition z is also idempotent (I), i.e. XzX = X holds for all X. For instance the set of alternative situations after assembling two workpieces a and b can be described by the disjunctive situation-term on( 
(1) holds 7 .
Actions are described specifying their preconditions and their e ects as (disjunctive) situation-terms using the ternary predicate action(c; a; e). For instance, a speci cation of the action \picking up a block X " (which can be performed by all robots in our scenario) can be described by the clause action(on(table, X) empty(hand), pick up(X), holding(hand,X)) .
An action a is applicable if the conditions c of the action are part of the description of the current situation. The application of an action yields a subsequent situation where the conditions c are replaced by the e ects e of the action. Causation is speci ed using a ternary predicate causes (s; p; t) which is interpreted declaratively as the execution of the sequence of actions p causes the transformation of the situation s into the situation t. The following clauses describe the planning and control process. The rst clause states that the empty sequence of actions changes nothing. It serves as termination clause for conjunctive planning problems causes (I; ]; G) I = E G :
(2) If the goal situation contains alternatives we have to use the clause causes (I; ]; G) G = E I j V (3) and z nor the constants ; and ? . 6 Throughout this chapter, we use a PROLOG-like syntax, i.e. constants and predicates are represented by lower case letters whereas variables are denoted by upper case letters. Free variables are assumed to be universally quanti ed.
instead, which states that a disjunctive goal G is solved if the current situation I is one of the alternatives described in the goal situation G . In addition sometimes we may need a third termination rule, viz. (4) which states that a problem is solved if it is solved in each alternative separately. Finally, the clause causes (I; A j P]; G) action(C; A; E); C V = E I, causes (V E; P; G)
de nes the entailment of the predicate causes for a non-empty list of actions. The predicate = E denotes the equality under the equational theory for the operators and z 8 . A sequence A j P] of actions causes the transition of the initial situation I into the goal situation G if the following conditions are satis ed. There is an action A such that the conditions C of the action are part of the description of the initial situation I , i.e. the variable V in the body of (5) is bound to the initial situation I without the conditions C . In addition, there is a sequence of actions P which transforms the subsequent situation, viz. V together with the e ects E of action A , into the goal situation G . All facts of the current situation which are not part of the conditions of the action are bound to the variable V and thus remain unchanged. This is the way the frame problem is solved without the need of frame axioms.
Modeling the Scenario
To model a general controller for the three cooperating robots we have to extend the deductive planning approach described above in the following way. Because in our example there is more than one robot who is able to perform actions, we will have to label the action-names with the name of the robots which execute them. Furthermore, for the sake of simplicity, we will allow action descriptions to specify not only single actions but also sequences of actions which will be performed successively. These properties in mind we can now give the following formal description of our robotics-scenario. Starting with a situation where no piece of type a is on table and where no piece a is on temp and where (at least one) piece of type a is at s-a, robot r 1 should perform the action get-a. Afterwards, there will be a piece of type a on the table and one less on s-a. This is described by
In order to model the conditions that no workpieces of type a are on the table or on temp corresponding literals are added to the body of the clause. Again, with = E we denote equality under the given equational theory for the functions and z 9 . :
denotes negation as failure. A brief discussion of SLDENF-Resolution can be found in 17].
Similarly the action get-b of robot r 1 can be described by the clause 
As already mentioned above, the result of this action has to be described as a disjunction of alternative situations. In order to model the condition that robot r 0
has not yet tried to assemble the workpieces a corresponding literal is added to the body of the clause. 
If dump was not used, the piece on temp was faulty, i.e. it is necessary to clear temp action(on(table, res) on(temp, X) V, (r 0 , store),(r 2 , dump-temp), (r 2 , empty-dump)], on(s-res, res) V) . (10) Since the variable X can be bound to the constant a as well as to b it is su cient to de ne only one clause to describe these last two actions. If assembling of two workpieces was successful without any faults it is only necessary to store res action(on(table,res) V, (r 0 , store)], on(s-res, res) V) .
(11) One problem of this description is that in a situation where (9) is applicable (10) and (11) are also applicable since the multisets of conditions of (10) and (11 are submultisets of the multiset of conditions of (9) . Therefore, we have to force that in each situation only the most speci c action is to be used, i.e. the action with the largest multiset of (pre)conditions such that their conditions are still a sub-multiset of the multiset of facts which describes the current situation. A solution to this problem can be found in 17]. 
In contrast to the three clauses above none of these two clauses is more speci c than the other. Hence, in the control process we can arbitrarily choose one of them. In section 5 we will see how this will be re ected in the berings approach as a disjunction in the truth- 
Similar, the action (r 2 ,dump-a) can be described by the fact action(on( 
If the assembly-task failed, the dump is used and there is no workpiece on temp all pieces have been tried twice. Consequently, the workpieces on the table should be dumped and then the dump should be cleared action(on (table,a 
Now the planning process can be triggered by formulating the planning problem as the following query to our equational program. We are searching for a plan P ?-causes (on(s-a,a) 5 on(s-b,b) 6 , P, (empty(s-a) z empty(s-b)) W) . The goal is connected with the variable W for the following reasons. We want to terminate our assembly-process if one of the stacks s-a or s-b is empty. Besides, in this nal situation there may hold several other facts which we have not speci ed.
The corresponding terms will be bound to the variable W. As in 17], queries to the planning-program are answered using SLDENF-resolution, where the equational theory of the operators and z are built into a special uni cation procedure.
As assembling of two workpieces may result in di erent alternative situations we have to take care of the fact that our goals are achieved no matter which of these alternatives will occur (this will later be checked by sensors), i.e. we have to solve the problem in both alternatives. This can be done by splitting a set of situations using the following rule causes (V; cond (V 2 ; P 2 ; V 0 It should be noted, however, that splitting is not an action; it is a general rule which is added to any equational logic program to allow for alternative sub-plans.
The planning problem described in the paper is somehow special in so far as in every reachable situation there is no risk to choose an action which would not lead to success of the whole process. Therefore, it is actually not necessary to construct a plan in advance and to execute it afterwards. The control-process could rather be realized as the planning process itself, i.e. every application of an action-description in our formalism could correspond to the step(s) performed by the robots directly. We would like to point out here, that our approach described above is in general not restricted in that way.
So far we described a general controller which coordinates the actions of all three robots simultaneously. If we want to model an autonomous controller for every robot separately, we have to take care that the actions of the robots are synchronized. This could for example be done by communication via shared variables like in parallel logic programming languages like Concurrent Prolog 38] . Then one of the robots, for instance r 0 , could take control over the whole assembly-process by sending commands to the robots r 1 and r 2 . After nishing their tasks they would reply with a con rmation. Obviously, this would lead to a completely di erent description of actions, situations and change. As we will see in the following chapter, this is not the case if we model our scenario in the logical berings approach. The technical concepts of local and global sections allow a natural switch of perspective from the individual to the cooperative point of view using the same representation.
Logical Fiberings and the Generic Modeling Principle
In this section we propose to model the scenario in a di erent way based on the notion of so-called logical berings, a concept which has been adopted 31] from the powerful theory of ber bundles and sheaves in geometry and topology.
First, we establish the general notions and notations of ber spaces and give some motivational comments. We point to the fact that every indexed system can be described by an abstract bering. Based on these considerations we x the notion of a logical bering. Then we formulate what we call the generic modeling principle using berings. After these preparations the sample scenario is modeled. A comparison of this approach with the previous one is given afterwards.
Before we are going into technical details about berings we would like to make some non-formal comments and remarks about the subject.
The concept of logical berings originates from the following. During his time in industry, the rst author had some extraordinary experiences with non-classical logics in a case study dealing with so-called polycontextural logics. To organize such a project in an industrial company is not usual at all. And indeed, it turned out to be very hard to make an assessment how such logics can be useful for modeling engineering problems. It was feasible on a descriptive, non-formal level and showed interesting new aspects since it integrates many classical logical subsystems in one (many valued) system { locally it remains classical two valued. But nevertheless the main objective was to make such logical tools usable for formal modeling of complex communication systems. To overcome personal problems in understanding the notions and the formalisms in the written material in which the polycontextural logics were presented he started to model such systems in a di erent way. Actually, when listening to the experts speaking about polycontextural logics, he was reminded of the concept of ber spaces.
Fiber bundles, sheaves and especially vector bundles are widely used in geometry and topology and mathematical physics and provide a language with considerable expressive power, since they mix algebraic and geometric, topological structures in one concept (of \local-global interaction"). Vector bundles, for example, are typical for \vertically", in the bers doing algebra, and "horizontally" geometry and topology.
This led him to the idea of introducing \logical berings", i.e. taking the abstract concept of ber bundles and combine it with logical spaces as bers all put together over a base manifold (which acts as index set with a particular structure). Thus over each point of the base space there sits ("resides") a ber which can be interpreted as the local state space of that point ("agent"). The base space structure impacts the structure of the whole system ( bering), we obtain much more than just the "sum of the single components". On the other hand, the whole bering is more than a "blown up" model of the base space since to each base point we attach an entire "state space" (the corresponding ber). So we have a formal concept which is suitable to put local information/structure together resulting in a new and richer structure lying over (or being parameterized by) the original (base) space -including "communication between the bers" which is dependent on the base space structure. This point of view is typical in the theory of ber bundles and sheaves. We consider category theory as "linguistic" formal background for our work and we see links to the basic formalism of topos theory and indexed categories. The mathematical concept of a "sheaf" plays an extraordinary unifying role in this context and berings and sheaves are basic notions and provide a framework for general semantics (cf. the program of work in this direction as sketched in 32]). Sheaf theory originally comes from algebraic geometry and topology and it is our intention to preserve as much as possible from the expressive power of that language in the work on logical berings.
It turned out that, in the end, with this approach the polycontextural logics can be described as a special class of logical berings. We would like to mention here that meanwhile a well written and thorough treatment of the material on polycontextural logics has been published by the leading person in that eld, Rudolf Kaehr (jointly with Thomas Mahler, cf. 18]).
In the project MEDLAR, one of the major goals is to deal with logics of various types and to \mix" them in a unifying framework. A general approach for doing this is D. Gabbay's extensive work on labelled deductive systems (LDS); as selected references we mention 9], 8], 10]. In many interesting discussion with Dov Gabbay about the subject he showed great interest in berings and more and more we discovered natural links between the theory of LDS and the concept of logical berings. He proposed to consider the logical berings as semantical models for LDS and introduced the notion of bered semantics.
Below, we present the concept of abstract ber spaces in great generality. There is much material in literature showing that berings provide a powerful tool { a formal language where local-global relations of objects and data are expressible (as already mentioned above). The rst author also applied this concept to solve open problems in a category of geometric spaces (cf. 30], 29]). Especially in 29] the concept of a geometric bering having doubled bers is applied to solve a certain problem. This shall hint to the fact that it is also of great interest to consider berings where the bers themselves are again certain berings. With this remarks we want to underline that the berings concept is recursive, selfsimilar and highly reusable. That means that a single ber can again be a bered structure itself. Now we want to go into some more technical details. When speaking about categories, we assume all categories to be small (object and morphism classes are sets).
Consider a set of mutually disjoint sets, E = fE b jb 2 Bg, where B serves as a base space or index set.
We can think of the E b 's as \sitting over" the index set B, pointwise. De ning E := fxj(9b)x 2 E b g as the disjoint union of the E b , it is straightforward to de ne a projection map : E ! B, since for every x 2 E there is exactly one E b such that x 2 E b . Hence, we de ne (x) = b. In this way, all elements of E b are mapped to b, for every b 2 B. The E b 's can therefore be recaptured as the preimages under of b: ?1 (fbg) = fxj (x) = bg = E b .
The sets E b are called bers or stalks over b. The members of E b are called the germs at b, and the whole structure is called a bundle of sets over the base space B. Finally, the set E is the stalk space or total space of the bundle. These notions originally were developed in geometry and topology.
The remaining properties concerning structure group, cocycle condition, etc. (cf. literature, e.g. 7, 36, 40]) can be formulated analogously; we do not discuss this here.
In the following, we will refer to bundles as abstract berings, given by the triple = (E; ; B). We also remark that the disjoint union E is a coproduct in categorical terms, denoted`b 2B E b .
The construction presented above is very general. The sets E and B can be taken to be any kind of space we would like to work with. For instance, we could just work in the category of topological spaces instead of sets. The projection map respects the corresponding structure of the spaces, for example it has to be a continuous map in the category of topological spaces. We would like to point out that every index system (indexed family of spaces of some type) can always be interpreted as a bering ( bered structure, abstract bundle).
As pointed out by P. Taylor The advantage of the ber space notion is that it is close to geometry and topology, where it evolved. More in particular, this general concept of berings gives us the freedom to mix di erent structures (spaces of di erent types) by taking them as particular bers over a corresponding index system (base space). This is of basic importance when one looks for a unifying mathematical framework for modeling complex interacting heterogenous structures.
Another essential feature of this general modeling approach with berings which we would like to stress is its reusability. We now summarize the generic way in which we intend to apply the berings approach.
We have a base space system (an index system with own structure like a graph or net or geometric/topological structure or others). To each element of the base space a (local) state space ( ber) is attached. The bers are \put together" to form the \total space" of the bering respecting and re ecting the base space structure. In many concrete cases it is natural to cover the base space by certain subsets (\patches") such that we can model independently what we call \local sub-berings" with a comparatively simple structure. Then this \patchwork" is put together to obtain the whole bered system. This can be seen as a modularized modeling approach. It is typical for the technique of ber bundles where covering sets of the base space and the corresponding \locally trivial bundles" together with suitable \transition relations" in the overlap of intersecting covering sets, respectively, describe the whole system in a modularized fashion.
We point out here that a typical feature of berings is that this modeling principle is recursive. That means that a single ber can again be a bered structure itself.
We pointed out already that the mixing of bers of di erent types can be naturally modeled. This is of relevance for \mixing logics" (cf. logical berings).
The generic modeling approach can be applied to various concrete problems. It is always the same principle to which we resort: we \only" have to specify the corresponding parameters (base space, bers, total space, covering patches, etc.) in a concrete situation and this is actually the only point where suitable heuristics come into the game. In this sense the bered modeling principle is strongly \reusable" which is of great interest with respect to potential implementations of the method.
Auxiliary Notions
We now introduce some important auxiliary notions from the theory of berings, which we will apply in modeling the scenario. In the de nitions given below we present more details than we need for our applications later. Nevertheless we nd it convenient to include here the one or other technicality concerning the berings concept.
A global section : B ! E is a map such that = id B (so, (b) 2 ?1 (b) for all b in B). Let U B denote a subset, then a local section is a map U : U ! E such that U = id U . A covering of the base space B consists of a family fU i g i2I of subsets of B such that B is covered by all the U i . That means that the (set) union of all U i , i 2 I, equals B. Note that the local sections play a dominant role in the theory of sheaves and ber bundles. In our application, they will correspond to descriptions of the situation (state of the scenario) as seen by a particular robot (cooperating agent) or a group of agents|i.e., a local section is a \snapshot" of a part of the current state.
A logical bering is a tuple = (E; ; B; L), where E (the total space) and B (the base space, taken to be equal to the indexing set I) are sets as explained in the introduction on bundles above, and L, denoting the typical ber modeling every ber ?1 (b) (for all b 2 B) of the bundle, is taken to be a classical rst order logical space. Such a classical rst order logical space consists of a rst order language, also denoted by L, whose formulas can assume one of the two classical truth values (true and false), and whose connectives and quanti ers obey the customary rules for classical logic. In our application a (multi-)set of elementary terms in such a classical rst order language corresponds to a local situation (cf. the description of the deductive planning model in Sect. 3). However, the concept of abstract berings is general enough to allow us to \mix logics" in the sense that di erent logics can occur as local bers. In the sample scenario, we will mix several many-valued logics. In the case I 1 = I 2 , which is the only one we will be dealing with in the present context, morphisms respect connectives and quanti ers, in the sense that, for instance, F( 1^ 2 ) = F( 1 )^F ( 2 ) (1) This leads to the category of logical berings (bundles). Logical berings over a certain constant base space I (index set) then form a 'comma category' L # I in the usual sense (cf. literature).
(2) In a logical bering the map : E ! I is always a morphism in the category of sets. The base set I can carry an additional own structure (e.g. partial order, graph, net, semigroup, algebra, topology, etc.). If E; I belong to the same category, then it is reasonable to require that is a morphism in that category. In particular, it might be of interest in this framework to study logical berings which are bundles or sheaves of e.g. boolean algebras over a topological base space. We also point out that the bering approach has inherent parallelism.
The simplest form of a bering is the so called trivial bering, = (E; ; B; F), where E = B F, is the rst projection, and the ber over i 2 B is ?
For logical berings, this corresponds to a parallel system of logics L i over an index set I (serving as base space B) for which the typical ber A characteristic feature of a classical ber bundle is the so-called local triviality property. A locally trivial ber bundle is composed of parts that locally have a simple structure, in the sense that they are of the type of a product bundle U i F ! U i . Here, the U i , subsets of the base space B, form a covering of B. The \constraints" arising from forming the entire bundle are modeled by so-called transition functions. They formally describe how the local parts are patched together in all those cases where the covering sets have a non-empty intersection. Each particular ber ?1 (b) obtains its structure from the \typical ber" F. We now give the formal de nition of the concept of local triviality. It is important to note here that in our applications very often the covering sets are just the individual points of the base space, i.e. they are one-point sets only. This is problem dependent, but arises very frequently.
A product bundle (trivial logical bering) is given by E = I L and : E ! I, the projection to the rst component. Thus, the ber over i is ?1 (i) = fig L =: L i , for i 2 I. We will also call this a free parallel system, sometimes denoted by L I .
The 2-valued subsystems L i , i 2 I are equipped with local truth values i = fT i ; F i g. The set of (global) truth values I for the whole bering is the disjoint union (coproduct)`i 2I i .
In 
Remark on Logical Expressions
With the notion of a logical bering we want to model various logical subsystems (loci) residing over an indexed system (base space), the latter itself can be an object of a certain category. Now we ask for a suitable formalization of the logical expressions we want to work with in a bering L I in order to get the corresponding language of L I . This should be constructed from the corresponding expressions of the local languages of the L i ; i 2 I. Our objective is to work systematically with families of (local) expressions such that we can achieve the manipulation of (global) logical formulas berwise (in parallel) in the di erent subsystems. In a free parallel bering it is possible without restrictions to form global expressions consisting of a family of arbitrary local expressions (formed in parallel in each subsystem). Canonically, this leads to the following formal de 
Remark
The free parallel logical systems are in a sense \free objects" in the category of logical berings; there are no restrictions on the value sets I . A variety of logical systems can be derived from L I , corresponding to equivalence relations on I . We can vary freely all data, i.e. base space, the bers.
In principle, we can combine di erent logics in the bers (by a corresponding generalization of the de nition of an abstract bering.)
If we consider the total space of the bering L I as coproduct of the sets (of all expressions in) L i (i 2 I) then L I is a bundle over I, i.e. an object of the comma category Set# I, also denoted Bn(I), bundles over I, cf. 12] (Ch. 4.5) . This category actually is a topos, 12], loc. cit.
We do not go into these formal details here, although it would be interesting to consider the following aspect: a systematic formulation in categorical terms of propositional calculus, evaluation, algebraic semantics can be done formalizing semantical considerations in categorical language (formalizing elementary operations by arrow notation and universal properties, cf. 12] (Ch. 6)). This leads to an elegant uni ed presentation of all the notions.
Transjunctions
Apart from the possibility of forming (bivariate) logical connectives within each subsystem L i another, more general, non-classical operation arises naturally. Transjunctions can be classi ed by the type of the truth table under consideration (to which classical connective it corresponds when omitting the indices). As an example, the truth value matrix of a conjunctional transjunction looks like:
Modeling the Scenario
We will now model the scenario described above with the machinery of logical berings. The individual robots will correspond to local logical systems, and an m-transjunction will be de ned which will work as the logical control function of the working cell. Finally, the mathematical description of the logical controller will be given by means of a diagram dubbed the bered logical controller.
We will use many-valued logics in the local bers in order to model the fact that in our scenario the robots have several actions at their disposal (in contrast to the scenario discussed in 34], where each robot had just one possible action to undertake).
The following abbreviations are used for the actions of the robots introduced in The logical control function will be a heptavariate logical operation; the number of variables of course corresponds to the number of control propositions, giving us the following m-transjunction:
The domain of is forced upon us by the fact that the truth value of the control proposition on(table,res) is checked by a sensor connected to robot r 0 , the truth value of tried is determined by the actions of r 0 , the truth values of on(table,a) and on(table,b) are determined by the actions of r 1 , and the truth values of the last three propositions (on(temp,a), on(temp,b) and used(dump) respectively) are determined by the actions of robot r 2 . The codomain (image space) of is determined by the actions to be performed upon a given setting of the logical propositions.
We have left the control propositions empty(s-a), on(s-a,a), empty(s-b), and on(sb,b) out of this discussion. The truth of on(s-a,a) is an extra prerequisite for the action R 11 , and likewise the truth of on(s-b,b) for R 12 . For all other actions these propositions are irrelevant. It is therefore a trivial but time and space consuming matter to include them everywhere.
To describe , we will use truth values, expressing it as a function:
where is the set of all (global) truth values. We will use the following truth values to correspond to the actions: Note that L 0 and L 1 are three-valued logical systems, whereas L 2 turns out to be 8-valued. We now de ne the m-transjunction by its truth table, below. In order to render the situation pictorially, we put the values of the rst four logical propositions horizontally and the last three vertically. Impossible combinations of the truth values of on(table,res), tried, on(table,a), and on(table,b) have been deleted. The same has been done for impossible combinations of on(temp,a) and on(temp,b), viz. having two pieces on temp. Eliminating these obviously impossible situations, there are only two more combinations of values for the control propositions left that do not occur; these are indicated by blanks in the following diagram, which de nes the m-transjunction controlling the working cell. We see that there are several cases in which the resulting truth value is not uniquely determined; this corresponds to a choice of actions for the agents in the scenario. Moreover, every individual action R ij should be seen as a morphism on the corresponding local section, thereby regulating the new values of the control propositions except for on(table,res), which is checked by a sensor.
Towards a Semantical Foundation for Deductive Planning by Logical Fiberings
In this section we will discuss correspondences between notions from the deductive planning approach and the logical berings approach, in order to nd a semantic foundation for the planning approach. A complete correspondence will have to await a more rigorous formal statement of all notions involved, but here a list of the most fundamental correspondences is given and illustrated by means of the scenario discussed in the previous sections.
Situation Versus Global Section
A situation in resource-oriented deductive planning simply corresponds to a multiset of facts, where each fact is represented as a term in rst order logic. A global section is a mapping from the index set connected with a logical bering to the disjoint union of the indexed subsystems A i . As we will make the indexed subsystems correspond to the facts (control propositions) to be veri ed in the scenario, the image of a global section at a given point in time corresponds precisely to the situation at that time (\local snapshot"). For instance, a possible situation in the scenario discussed above could be given by the multiset: 11 fjon(table,a), on(temp,b), used(dump)j g. This representation of the situation in the planning approach corresponds canonically to the global section mapping f0; 1; 2g to f;; fjon(table; a)j g; fjon(temp; b); used(dump)j gg. I.e., (0) = ;, (1) = fjon(table; a)j g and (2) = fjon(temp; b); used(dump)j g.
Taking a local section corresponds to viewing the situation from the perspective of one of the agents. As explained in Sect. 4, in this scenario the local section for r 0 only has to take the rst four control propositions into account. Likewise, for r 1 11 Multisets are depicted using the modi ed curly brackets f j and j g only on( In this example, possible con icts can be prevented by looking at r 1 and r 2 together, since taking a local section of r 2 always yields the current section for r 1 as well, as explained in Sect. 5.4 below. A disjunctive situation-term (i.e., a set of multisets) corresponds to a set of sections.
We would like to point out again that the technical machinery of sections works for much more complex applications and scenarios. The example here can only show very elementary principles.
Action Versus Application of Transjunction
An action performed in a scenario is described by a speci cation of its preconditions and its e ects, both disjunctive situation-terms. This corresponds to applying the mtransjunction to a global section of the bering, which gives a mapping from that set of sections to an action evaluation function. The output of this function corresponds to the same action as performed on the preconditions (given by a situation-term) in the planning approach. For instance, in the situation described above, the mtransjunction yields as output F 23 which activates action R 23 , i.e. robot r 2 will get the piece (of type b) from temp and place it on table. The action also resets some of the control propositions, viz. taking a global section after this action has been carried out would map f0; 1; 2g to fjon(table,a), on(temp,b), used(dump)j g. (In this case sensor interaction is not necessary; a sensor is only needed after carrying out action R 01 , after which two situations are possible.)
In planning terms, this means that (a su cient) precondition for the same action, namely (r 2 ,get-temp), is fjon(table,a), on(temp,b), used(dump)j g, and that the postcondition will contain fjon(table,a), on(table,b), used(dump)j g instead of the three terms in the precondition.
Note that the same action (r 2 ,get-temp) is also evoked on other preconditions, namely fjon(table,b), on(temp,a), used(dump)j g, with the same postcondition (substituted for these three terms), and also on fjon(temp,a), used(dump)j g and on fjon(temp,b), used(dump)j g. In the latter two cases the postconditions are fjon( 
Process Course Versus Sequence of Sections
The process course of a scenario in deductive planning is the sequence of all situations that may occur sequentially. This sequence depends on the pre-and postconditions of the actions that are successively applied. This quite naturally corresponds to a (possibly branching) sequence of global sections. However, instead of via preand postconditions, the next action is determined via the activation truth value (obtained from the m-transjunction) and the output of the evaluation function eval. That output is used as input for the same m-transjunction with which the activation truth value (for the next action to be carried out) was found.
Plan Generation by Logical Fiberings
In any situation occurring during the process course, the logical controller checks whether there is a m-transjunction (action, in planning terms) which can be applied in the current global section (the complete situation, in planning terms). In the planning approach, this involves matching preconditions of actions with the description of the actual situation. After an action has been selected and carried out, the new situation is constructed by replacing the (instantiated) precondition by the corresponding (instantiated) postcondition. In the bered approach, the logical controller selects an action (by means of the m-transjunctions) after examining the global section. The m-transjunction almost automatically returns the new situation (only in the case that assembly has been tried, the sensor needs to check whether it was successful or not). This could be generalized in that one considers (groups of) individual agents as autonomous. By taking local sections according to the control propositions pertinent to each of the three robots, they could determine their next action independently. For r 0 , for instance, the only important control propositions are the rst four, on(table,res), tried, on(table, a), and on(table,b). Based on these four, the local logical controller can determine the next action (m-transjunction to be applied) for r 0 . In the formulation of the scenario as presented above, both r 1 and r 2 need all control propositions to determine their next action. However, one could restrict the local section for r 1 the information on the temporary and permanent dumps.) The possible ambiguity of actions to perform (for instance, r 1 might want to supply r 0 with a piece of type a from the store s-a, while r 2 is about to do the same from temp) can be resolved by \checking" the global section. This corresponds to communication between the robots (local bers).
Summarizing, in the planning approach, the method to generate plans is resolution, as explained in Sect. 3. One tries to match the initial situation with preconditions of actions and searches for a process course that results in the goal situation. (Alternatively, one might start looking backward from the goal situation or mix the two approaches, but search strategy is not our concern here.)
In the berings approach things are slightly di erent. If we take the overall, \global" view, the correspondence is clear. Transjunctions are applied on the initial global section, until the goal situation (corresponding section) is reached. Due to the possibility of failure to assemble pieces of type a and b successfully, the sequence of sections generated will branch (just as in the planning case). Here also, by applying inverse m-transjunctions, backward search can be implemented.
Taking a \local view" however changes things, as robots may be forced to carry out con icting actions necessitating communication. This communication is modeled by taking global sections in such cases. In the example discussed, con icts can only arise between r 1 and r 2 , suggesting to group the two together as an autonomous unit. What we obtain then is just an optimized version of the \global" approach. For more complicated examples, this concept of localizing the processing of data and parallelizing the decision on which actions to perform next may greatly improve the e ciency of planning and control. And it is in such more complicated examples that we can exploit the expressive power of berings again and again.
6 Prospect: Base Point Dependent Formulas A major motivation for introducing the handling of logical formulas that are space and/or time dependent comes from the desire to model (logical) state spaces of agents in a scenario varying with space and/or time.
More speci cally, we intend to enhance our scenario modeling by the following aspect. In a robotics scenario each (cooperating) agent has its own work space (work cell). The logical formulas corresponding to it are involved in the description of the whole working process. Some actions may depend strongly on the concrete physical position (\coordinates") of an agent, or they can depend on a time parameter. On the other hand, in order to model their speci c cooperation tasks, the agents have to ful l corresponding logical constraints in the overlap of their work spaces. This must be re ected in constraints described in the corresponding local state spaces, since these are technically modeled as bers over the concrete (local) working areas of the robots. This means that in such applications the physical space of the work cell can serve as base manifold (index system) in our logical bering. Considerations like these form our natural motivation to model logical formulas which depend on points in space and/or time.
The concepts we introduce to this end can be applied in many ways, since we de ne them set theoretically, thereby allowing great generality. Speci cally, this framework can easily be extended to \fuzzify" logical formulas and information. (In essence, formulas and information is fuzzi ed by working over 0; 1] instead of f0; 1g as the range for the truth values of the formulas involved.)
Here we only cast a rst glance at this idea in terms of an example of logical formulas which are space dependent. A more thorough formal treatment is intended for future work. Let ; ; , etc., denote logical formulas of our language under consideration which are possible formulas in the logical state spaces, i.e. bers, over the points x 2 X of our base domain, respectively.
We will indicate a formalism of \formula handling" with which we are able to make formulas dependent on the points of the base space. That means that in the state space (i.e. the total space of the bering) we can work in di erent ways with logical formulas which can vary from ber to ber in the sense that they are \switched on" (evaluable) over a certain subdomain of the base space whereas they are not \switched on" (not evaluable, not present) in the bers over other subdomains. This allows to model a variety of practical situations by logical means, especially in the case of cooperating agents working in a geometrically modeled environment (base space). A formalism for the handling of such formulas will be subject of future work. Here we only intend to indicate their use by showing a typical example.
For the natural numbers 0; 1 let 1 := , and 0 := empty string (empty word). That is to say by 1 we want to express that is \present" or \switched on", and 0 is meant to express that is \not present", \switched o ".
Let X denote a domain, for example a geometric domain in the plane in which robots are moving around. U; V; W; : : : will denote subsets of X. These are to be seen as subareas of the workspace where the robots are allowed to move around under certain working conditions. Let furthermore U : X ! f0; 1g be the characteristic function for subsets U X (i.e. U (x) = 1 if and only if x 2 U and 0 otherwise). Let now V denote a logical evaluation function which evaluates for every x 2 X the local logical formulas over that base point x. (Actually, we would have to de ne V on the total space of all bers over the base space X, but we do not go into these has the meaning that we insert x in U V for the local evaluation at x. This shall express that appears (and is valid) whenever x is not in U and not in V . Analogously the fourth formula means ^ does only appear as this conjunction if and only if x 2 U \ V . Similarly for the other examples. Many variations are possible using this principle. The same notations can be used for modeling time dependent formulas, namely by extending the base space by time.
We now present an example where we apply this notion of space dependent formulas in the case of three cooperating robots. We deliberately keep this application simple just indicating how we want to exploit the method. In this overlap all the three agents should be able to cooperate in order to solve a problem in which the help of all three robots is required. This will correspond to certain logical constraints. Let us consider a simple case of such a situation.
Let W denote a workpiece of weight 62 kg, placed in the area A \ B \ C of the work cell. We formulate a task T saying that the workpiece W has to be lifted and placed on a solid basis (a chassis). This chassis can be provided by robot C who can move it in the right position right below the piece W, but of course only in the case that W is lifted. Thus, task T comprises the subtasks \lift W", then \move the chassis right below W". The box operator 2 in the previous modal formula is used to express that in the workspace overlap A \ B the robots A and B must ful l the task of lifting the workpiece W (\Lift(W )") together. The exponents formally express that this formula is only \switched on" or present over A \ B. This formula is contained in the logical state space of both A and B (we interpret it as a logical constraint of the system valid in overlap A \ B). Now the logical description (control) for performing the whole task T can be modeled as follows. Again, this formula is contained in the logical state space of each robot. We interpret it as a base space dependent constraint of the whole system holding exactly in the common overlap A\B\C. Thus expressing the situation that only in A\B\C the three robots can ful l the given task by cooperation.
If we interpret the whole system as a logical bering with continuous base space (the whole workspace area A B C) and discrete total space (the set of all local state spaces of the robots depending on the base points x 2 A B C), then a ber over x consists of all the formulas of a local state space of an agent which are \switched on" over that point (that is, which are available or applicable for the corresponding control of the system in that point). A typical feature of this modeling approach is that we can mix discrete and continuous structures.
Conclusion
Summarizing, in this paper we have presented two methods to describe cooperating agents scenarios, and indicated how one of them (the logical berings approach) can be used to equip the other (deductive planning) with a semantics. We found that the logical berings approach is particularly suitable for modeling communication and interaction between cooperating agents, due to the possibility to switch between a local/global point of view which is typical for this framework. Alternating between local and global sections allows a natural switch of perspective from the individual to the cooperative point of view. We achieve the incorporation of communication between the agents without changing the representation as it would be necessary in the deductive planning approach presented. We also indicated how to extend the modeling by logical berings with space/time dependent formulas (aiming at modeling space/time logical berings), in order to make modeling of very complex scenarios possible and natural. There are various other possibilities to extend our bered \generic modeling principle" which are intended for future work. One objective is to incorporate the concept of hierarchical planning. Another important issue is mirroring actual plan generation (by SLDEresolution) in the berings approach. Further investigations should lead to providing the planning approach with a complete elaborated semantic foundation based on logical berings.
An other perspective is that due to the modular, bered approach to modeling an agent's state space, it will be possible to incorporate many di erent reasoning modules. Examples are modules for geometric reasoning (kinematics problems), modules for communication (both internally, i.e. within the work cell, and externally, with databases located outside), modules for local databases (for data and information to which the agent needs fast and direct access), modules for evaluation of sensor information and the safety thereof, modules for the logical state space description and the reasoning following from that description, modules for planning, and so on.
Concerning the examples which we have discussed so far, we are aware of the fact that they are of experimental nature in the sense of being \toy-demonstrators". Our main goal here has been to try out and demonstrate in principle how our approach might be useful for modeling concrete applications in the eld of cooperating agents. We concentrated on the concept of ( bered) logical control and planning. We consider it interesting and indispensable to further develop our techniques and then go for realistic industrially oriented applications. This intended work is part of our future joint activities; we are entering in a cooperation with mechanical engineers building autonomous cooperating production units in real hardware.
Finally, we would like to mention here that one of the referees raised the question about a more general semantical framework where the concept of space/time dependent formulas could be embedded. He pointed to the so-called Lawvere-Tierney semantics (cf. 22] for more details). This aspect has been con rmed in a private conversation of the rst author with F.W. Lawvere. We thank the corresponding referee for this valuable hint.
